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Abst ract - -An  effective hp-adaptive finite-element (FE) approach is presented for a reliable and 
accurate solution of 3D electromagnetic s attering problems. The far field is approximated with 
the infinite-element method. This allows one to reduce the external domain (discretised with finite 
elements) to a minimum preserving the possibility of arbitrary reduction of the error as the method 
does not introduce modelling error. The work is focused on scattering from cavity backed apertures 
recessed in a ground plane. Near optimal discretisations that can effectively resolve local rapid 
variations in the scattered field can be obtained adaptively by local mesh refinements ( o called h- 
type refinements) blended with graded polynomial enrichments (p-enrichments). The discretisation 
error can be controlled by a self-adaptive process, which is driven by a posteriori error estimates in 
terms of the energy norm or in a quantity of interest. The radar cross section (RCS) is an example of 
the latter, h- and p-adaptively constructed solutions are compared to pure uniform p approximations. 
Numerical, highly accurate, and fairly converged solutions for generic avities are given and compared 
to previously published results. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The finite-element method (FEM) is by now well established in computational e ectromagnetics 
(CEM) [1,2]. It is perhaps the method of choice when it comes to predicting the electromagnetic 
fields within materially inhomogeneous bodies of complicated shape. Special arrangements have 
to be made in order to handle open-region scattering problems though. The literature on vari- 
ous so-called nonrefleetive boundary conditions that approximate the proper decay condition in 
the far field is very rich, see e.g., [3]. In general, such boundary conditions introduce a certain 
modelling error which might be difficult to control. Controlling the discretisation error in electro- 
magnetic scattering problems with complex geometry and material inhomogeneities is of prime 
consideration. Therefore we look for a suitable so-called numerically exact method, by which we 
mean a technique free from modelling errors and whose approximation error can be arbitrarily 
reduced by an appropriate increase of the number of degrees-of-freedom. Various boundary in- 
tegral (BI) formulations and the method of moments (MoM) are popular methods that belong 
to this class of methods for exterior problems. The FE + BI method [4,5] is a powerful numeri- 
cally exact hybrid method for coupled interior and exterior problems. Merits and drawbacks of 
different formulations of this hybrid are discussed in [6,7]. 
Recently the combined finite/infinite-element approach was proposed by Demkowicz and Pal [8] 
as an alternative numerically exact method for solving electromagnetic s attering problems in 
unbounded omains. Their work presents the proof of convergence of the method which turns 
out to be exponential with the number of radial terms and with a fixed truncation radius. The 
implementation f infinite elements and tests of convergence were presented by Cecot et al. [9]. 
The exponential convergence of the combined FE + IE method was experimentally confirmed in 
our work [10] where we were able to reduce the global L2-error to the level of 0.05% for a smooth 
problem. We also mention that these developments for electromagnetics followed the former 
analogous results of' Demkowicz and Gerdes [11,12] and Demkowicz and Ihlenburg [13,14] in the 
closely related area of acoustics. 
As advantages of infinite elements, one can consider the fact that their stiffness matrices are 
sparse and their evaluation requires only integrals of smooth functions. Also, infinite elements 
can be very easily incorporated into a finite-element code as they are processed in exactly the 
same way as standard finite elements. In this work we use the FE + IE approach to solve the 
3D-problem of scattering of electromagnetic waves from cavity backed apertures with or without 
interior obstacles. Our goal is to provide reliable radar cross section (RCS) data with a requested 
accuracy in a possibly efficient way. 
For linear elliptic problems the reliability and efficiency of the h-, p-, and hp-versions of the 
finite-element methods are well recognised and are backed by convergence proofs [15]. Robust a 
posteriori error estimation techniques are available that can be used to control the discretisation 
error [16]. Recently also a fully automatic hp-adaptive scheme has been proposed [17]. 
As opposed to this the mathematical foundations of three-dimensional hp elements for electro- 
magnetics are still incomplete (in two dimensions exponential convergence of hp-adaptive FEM 
has been recently shown by Demkowicz and Babu~ka [19]). A version of FEM which is stable for 
nonuniform distribution of element orders p was first proposed in [19], this method also turned 
out to satisfy commutativity of the de Rham diagram [20]. The three-dimensional hp-adaptive 
implementation f this method was presented in [21], and it is used in our computations. Among 
other authors experimenting with adaptivity in electromagnetics we mention Sun et al. [22], 
Lee [23], and Golias et al. [24] using h-adaptivity, and Andersen and Volakis [25] and Webb [26] 
working on p-method. 
Error estimation techniques imilar to those for the elliptic case are also emerging [27]. In 
[10], we presented a promising pilot implementation of this residual method. In this work we 
take a step toward self-adaptivity and let the error estimator guide an adaptive mesh refinement 
process. Numerical results obtained with uniform p-enrichments are compared with results based 
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on h- and p-adaptive mesh refinements. The combined hp refinements are also available in the 
code but the strategy of such refinements has been developed thus far only for two dimensions 
[28]. We illustrate application of hp adaptivity with solutions on meshes with element sizes 
h being geometrically reduced towards the a priori known location of singularity and orders p 
increasing as one moves away from it. Such meshes are advocated for a class of singular solutions 
by Babu~ka [15] as resulting in exponential convergence. 
Numerical, highly accurate, and fairly converged solutions for generic cavities are presented 
and compared to previously published results in order to validate the FE ÷ IE approach. Fi- 
nally, we summarise the FE ÷ IE approach, discuss its merits and drawbacks and sketch future 
developments. 
2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 
We consider scattering from a cavity-backed aperture recessed in a perfectly electrically con- 
ducting (PEC) infinite ground plane. 
The scattering problem under consideration is depicted in Figure 1. The cavity occupies the 
domain ~ in R 3. The exterior to the cavity is denoted ~+ = ~0 U ~0 + C R 3. It is here taken to be 
the half-space (z > 0) above the (PEC) infinite ground plane denoted Foo. The cavity is bounded 
by the surface F. The surface Fa := Foo N F forms the aperture in the infinite ground plane. The 
remainder of the bounding surface of the cavity, i.e., F \ F~, forms the cavity bottom and side 
walls. These are also assumed to be PEC. The cavity ~ may contain different dielectric materials. 
The conductivity ~(x), relative permittivity e~(x) and relative permeability #r(x) will thus, in 
general, be functions of the position x C ~, respectively. Material interfaces are denoted Yi. 
~UDo: FE Do + :IE 
Do 
F~ gro~ 
Figure 1. A cavity backed aperture recessed in an infinite ground-plane. 
The excitation isgiven in terms of an incident plane linearly polarised electric wave of amplitude 
E0 and circular frequency w
E i"¢ (x, t) = EopeJ('~t-k°d'x) , (2.1) 
where d denotes the direction of propagation, k0 = w ex /~ is the wave number in free space, 
and where the unit vector p determines the polarisation. Here and throughout j denotes the 
imaginary unit. 
We decompose the exterior domain ~+ into a near field and a far field by introducing the 
hemispherical or a hemi-spheroidal shaped artificial boundary F0. Planar truncation boundaries 
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are not admissible using infinite elements. The domain enclosed by the infinite ground plane F~ 
and F0 is denoted ~0. The (unbounded) reduced exterior is denoted ~+. 
For the infinite-element modelling of scattering on a cavity it is necessary to decompose the 
total field E t°t into the (known) incident and reflected fields, E inc -~- E ref, and the remaining part 
which we refer as the scattered field E. The reflected wave E ref is readily determined by Shell's 
law. That is, for the propagation vector of the incident wave dinc = - (s in 0inCex -t-COS 0ineez) we 
get the propagation vector for the reflected wave d ref = (cos 0inCez - sin 0incex). 
This is because infinite elements can approximate only the fields decaying as 1/r, where r is 
the distance from the aperture, and the scattered field E behaves in this way in the far-field. 
The problem formulation for the scattered field E results from stating the standard vector wave 
equation, boundary and jump conditions for the total field. 
Given the incident wave (2.1) the computational problem is to determine the scattered electric 
field defined as E(x) = Et°t(x) - E~n'(x) - E'er(x) in the domain ~ U 120 U f~+ under stationary 
time harmonic onditions 1. The scattered electric field sought has to satisfy a nonhomogeneous 
reduced wave equation 
V x (~r lV  X E)  - ]g2grE = - j k0Z0 J imp, (2.2) 
in ~ U fro 'd fro +. 
Here, ir = er(1 - j(cr/a~e)) where the factor or~we is the loss tangent of the material, Z0 = 
~00/e0 is the intrinsic impedance of free space, and where the impressed current j imp for plane 
waves in isotropic homogeneous media is given in terms of the incident and reflected electric fields 
as  
j imp ~- (gr -- ' r  1) j~o  ( Einc -~- Eref)  • 
We are interested in computing the scattered field for a number of incidence directions d i, i = 
1, 2 , . . . ,  N and typically for a pair of incidence wave polarisations pJ, j = 1, 2. Thus, multiple 
right-hand sides j~mp = J~mP(x ;d~,py) are considered. Also, note that j~mP(X) = 0 at every 
xEgtUf~+ whereg~=#~=l .  
At the PEC surfaces F \ F~ and F~ \ F~ a nonhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition is 
imposed 
n x E = -n  x (E inc -J- Eref)  , (2.4) 
where n is the oriented unit normal. At material interfaces Fi the following jump conditions 
must be satisfied 
n x ~EI = -n  x ~E inc ~-Eref~ =0,  
n x [ [#r lV  x E~ = -n  x ~#~1~ V X (E  inc + Eref)  , 
(2.5a) 
(2.5b) 
where I'l denotes the jump in the argument across the interface. 
Finally, the scattered electric field E(x) must satisfy the Silver-Miiller radiation condition 
lim r[VxE+jk0er xE]=0, (2.6) 
which practically means that E-field is of the form e-Jk°r/r as r --+ oo. 
3. THE FE+IE  APPROACH 
We assume that the solution is sought in a set of functions satisfying the Dirichlet condi- 
tions (2.4), the continuity of tangent component along material interfaces (2.5a), and the Silver- 
Miiller condition (2.6). The variational formulation is obtained by multiplying the wave equa- 
tion (2.2) by a test function F satisfying the homogeneous Dirichlet conditions that decays fast 
1The factor eJ ~ t is henceforth dropped. 
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enough with r to guarantee integrability, then integrating over the whole (unbounded) computa- 
tional domain, and finally integrating the second order term by parts. The problem becomes to 
find the scattered field E, such that it satisfies conditions (2.4), (2.5a), (2.6) and the variational 
equation 
B(E, F) = L(F), (3.1) 
where the sesquilinear and antilinear forms B and L are defined as follows 
v={a,a°,a+} (3.2) 
L(F)=- jkoZo~J imP'~'dV-fp nx (V× (Einc+Eref)) I~r~.~'dS .  
i 
In (3.2) the over-bar - denotes complex-conjugate nd note that the contribution from the surface 
integral over material discontinuities Fi depends only on the jump in #r. 
3.1. hp-Finite E lements 
We use the version of the hp-adaptive finite-element method for electromagnetics presented 
in [21]. The method is based on hexahedral elements of arbitrary order p. The main features of 
the approach are as follows. 
• The approximation is based on H(curl)-conforming shape functions which only preserve 
continuity of the tangential component of the E-field between the elements. In our vocab- 
ulary an edge element of order p has tangential edge degrees of freedom of of order p - 1 
whereas the normal component is of order p. 
• The polynomial order p of approximation can vary locally, and it may be spatially anisotro- 
pie. 
• Local h-refinements are possible. The continuity of the approximation is enforced by 
applying constraints at the element level. 
The hp-type infinite elements discussed next are fully compatible with the hexahedral elements. 
3.2. hp-infinite elements 
The truncated exterior domain ft + is discretised using infinite elements (IE) proposed in [9,29]. 
Using the basic version [9] the exterior domain is a completion of a half-sphere of radius c to the 
3 half-space IRz> 0. The IE discretisation of ft + is fully compatible with the hp-FE discretisation of
the near-field omain f~0- In order to make the text self-contained, we list the major components 
of the formulation. 
Infinite elements are images of a master infinite element 
b = e R3: E (0,1) 2, r (c, oo)}, (3.3) 
through the transformation 
r 
x(~, 7/, r) = c~(~, ~/), (3.4) 
where ~(~, 7]) is a parametrisation f the face of a selected finite element which is adjacent to the 
truncating half-sphere F0, and where c is the radius of the half-sphere. In this way, every infinite 
element shares its base with exactly one finite element. Each infinite element is associated with a 
set of shape functions which allow for continuous approximation of the tangential component of 
the E-field (between finite and infinite elements and between infinite elements themselves) and 
which guarantee the O(1/r) decay of solutions as r ~ co. Unfortunately, this last condition and 
the requirement of integrability of the appropriate xpressions in the weak formulation require 
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selecting the test functions with a decay rate O(1/r3). That is, the trial functions E and the test 
functions F must be different and, therefore, the IE formulation becomes unsymmetric. 
The trial and test functions on a master element are defined as follows 
N K 
= ~ ~ T~¢~(~) {[~m (~,~)h, [~ (~,~11~ ,0} 
n=O m=l  
N L 
+ ~ Z R~(~)[0,0,0~ ( ,,)1, 
n=O rn=l  
N K (3.5) 
= ~ ~ A~j¢~(~) {[~j (~,~)]~, [ j (~, ~)1~ ,0} 
i=0 j= l  
N L 
+ Z ~ B~jZ~(~)[0,0,0j (~,~)], 
i=0 j= l  
where 6j(f,  U) are the two-dimensional vector-valued edge shape functions defined for the com- 
mon face, 0j(~,r/) are the scalar-valued shape functions defined for a square master element, 
T~,~, Rm~, A~,  B~n are arbitrary coefficients. The functions Cn, a~, ¢,~,/3~ define the behaviour 
of the approximation as r ~ oo and they are selected as follows 
, r .  0 
¢~(r )  = n (3.6) 
- 1 e - jk°(r -c) ,  for n > 0, 
( c ]"+2 e-J~o(.-.) (3.7) 
an(,) = G, 
(3.8) 
3,( r )  = 7~(r), (3.9) 
where 
{ (-~)'e-Jko('-c/, for n=O, 
~rJr_ - - - I (3.10) V~(r) 
n > 0 
L \ r /  -- ~r /  j 
For a full discussion of this issue we refer to [9]. The infinite elements are processed in the 
computations in a way similar to hp-finite elements. Their shape functions are logically asso- 
ciated with appropriate dge, face and central nodes. Their spectral orders are fully specified 
by the orders of approximation on a common face of the adjacent finite elements and by the 
number of terms in the radial direction N. In evaluation of stiffness matrices integration in the 
radial direction is performed exactly while in the tangential directions via the standard Gaussian 
quadratures. They are assembled to the global stiffness matrix in a standard way. For these and 
other implementation issues we refer to [21]. 
4. DETERMINAT ION OF  RADAR CROSS SECT ION- -RCS 
The radar cross section (RCS) is defined as 
cr := lim 47rr 2 IE(x) '  pl 2 (4.1) 
. -~o~ i iE~.c(x)ll 2' 
The scattered electromagnetic f eld at a far distance can be expressed by the equivalent magnetic 
current M(x ' )  = E(x ' )  x ez at the aperture Fa, cf. [4], 
k e-Jk°" ff (4.2) E = Zo~ x H, H(x)  = ° J  ~--~-~r J J r  (e0 ® eo + e¢ ® e¢) M (x') e jk°~'x' dx' dy ~, 
a 
where x is the observation point, r = txt, t = x/r ,  and e0 and e¢ are the basis vectors for the 
spherical coordinate system. 
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5. ERROR EST IMATION AND ADAPT IV ITY  
A standard method to enhance the numerical solution is to refine the computational grid. The 
idea behind the adaptivity is to perform the refinements in a smart way: selecting for refinements 
the regions of the largest errors only. We use a novel software which allows for a very flexible way 
of refining the mesh: the elements can be selectively subdivided (h-refinement) and their spectral 
orders can be nonuniformly enriched (p-refinement), both modifications can be anisotropic (i.e., 
elements can be divided into 8, 4, or 2 elements-sons or enriched to different orders in different 
directions). Such a technique proves very powerful for classical elliptic problems leading to 
exponential convergence even for problems with strong singularities. 
A possibly similar performance of hp methods (exponential convergence) was observed in nu- 
merical tests presented in [10,30]. Though achieving of such results on a routine basis might 
be a matter of the future research, adaptivity promotes a significant reduction of the computa- 
tional cost. In this section we present he aspects of adaptivity which we test on problems of 
electromagnetic wave scattering on cavities. 
The significance of error estimation is twofold. First, it allows one to assess the quality of the 
numerical solution. Secondly, the distribution of element error indicators allows for governing the 
adaptive refinement process: we select he elements with large errors as candidates for refinement. 
In [10], we presented an implementation of a reliable residual technique of the implicit type 
designed after [27]. In this work we use the explicit residual method which is perhaps not so 
reliable. However it is computationally much less expensive and it is sufficient for adaptive 
refinement purposes. 
By the residual functional corresponding to a FE solution Eh of the formulation (3.1) we 
understand 
rh(F) ---- L(F) - B(Eh, F) --- B(E - Eh,F),  (5.1) 
which obviously vanishes if Eh is replaced by the exact solution. The proper norm to measure rh 
is the norm for the space of linear functionals on the functional space of admissible solutions. 
The explicit error estimation method is a simplified approach which expresses the measure of r h 
or, equivalently, the dissatisfaction of the strong formulation (2.2) and (2.5b) in terms of the 
L2-norm of the interior and inter-element flux residuals, of these equations 
r := ( - j k0Zo J  imp) - (V  x (]-t~-lV × Eh) -- ~:02~rEh) , 
R := g + n x g#~-l~ × Eh] ,  (5.2) 
respectively, where 
n x (V × (E inc-4- Eref)) ~#rl~,  on Fi, 
g ---- 0, otherwise. 
The L2-norms of these residuals are related to the H(curl)-norm 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
of the solution error, [ [ tE-  Eh[[[, as 
Nel 1/2 
]lIE - Ehl[l --< C Z {h~llrll2:(K) + hKNRII2L~(OK) ' (5.5) 
K=I 
where the summation extends over all elements, C is a constant, and where hK denotes the 
diameter of element K. Thus, the explicit element error indicators take the form 
~< 2 r 2 := hKH ]IL~(K) + hKIIRI[~<oK). (5.6) 
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We are interested in an adaptive process which improves the accuracy of the RCS in the first 
place. Adaptivity based on error estimates in the scattered field in terms of the energy norm 
(5.5) might not be the optimal way to improve the accuracy of RCS, which is of main concern 
here. We therefore apply the idea of so-called goal-oriented error estimation first proposed by 
Paraschivoiu, Pereire and Patera [31]. 
From the definition of RCS (4.1) it follows that the projection of the scattered far-field, 
p(E; p, d) := limoo(r p • E(x; d)), (5.7) 
where E is given by formula (4.2), is a suitable quantity of interest being a linear functional defined 
on the solution. As we are interested in monostatic RCS computations we have parameterised 
the scattered field by the direction of the incident wave d. Then this will also be the direction of 
observation. 
A posteriori error estimation in terms of a chosen quantity of interest p(E; p) relies on finding 
the corresponding generalised Green's function G satisfying the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary 
conditions and the decay conditions of the original test functions, such that 
B(F, G) = p(F; p, d), (5.8) 
for all test functions F. It should be noted that (5.8) corresponds to the adjoint weak boundary- 
value problem associated to (3.1). That is, in a symmetric ase the primal and the adjoint 
numerical problems differ effectively only with respect o the right-hand sides. Then, the adjoint 
problem can be solved with very little extra cost. By continuity of B(,, .), and orthogonality 
B (E  - Eh, Gh) = 0, the error estimate for the quantity of interest becomes, 
Nel 
p(E - Eh; p ,d)  _< E MKII]E - EhlIIKII]G -- GhlIIK 
K=I 
Nel 
<_ sup MK ~ r/g~K, 
K K=I 
(5.9) 
where for explicit error estimation the element error indicator ~TK is given by (5.6), MK are the 
continuity constants. The other element error indicator ~/< corresponds to the error estimate for 
the generalised Green's function Iit G - GhlIIK. The expression for ~K is similar to (5.6). 
A lot can be said regarding hp-adaptive strategies and schemes. In this pilot work we take 
a very simplistic approach using mainly pure h-adaptive refinements, dividing an element into 
8 elements-sons, trying to achieve a uniform distribution of element contributions in (5.9). The 
computational steps of our strategy are summarised in Table 1. 
Table 1. h-adaptive goal-oriented strategy for monostatic RCS. 
1. Solve problems (3.1) and (5.8) for E (~) and G (~), for all send/receive 
directions i = 1,..., N, respectively. 
2. For all elements K evaluate the element error indicators 77~ ) and 
~) ,  i = 1,...,N. 
3. Find element indicators "YK = ~'~-N=I ~7~)~ )- 
4. Refine elements K for which ")'K ::> °~"fmax where 7m~x = ma~xK "/K 
and ~ < 1 is a control parameter. 
5. Continue at Step i until sufficient reduction of the error is reached. 
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6. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
We present a couple of numerical examples illustrating the hpFE + IE approach. Our prime 
goal is to validate this technique of solving the cavity problems. 
As a rule of thumb, at outset, we have used meshes with at least 5 second order (p = 2) 
hexahedral elements per wavelength A, in order to resolve the wavelength properly. The number 
of degrees-of-freedom in the FE + IE model is denoted ndof and the total number of elements i
denoted ne. The initial discretisation of the infinite ground plane usually consists of 1 to 2 rings 
of element faces around the aperture. The order of radial terms for infinite elements is set as 
p = 3 for initial meshes and it is raised by 1 with each mesh refinement. 
Currently ahighly efficient direct sparse out-of-core parallelised unsymmetric solver is employed 
to factor the global system matrix for the whole FE + IE model. The complexity of this solver is 
O(ndof. b2), where b is the mean half bandwidth. In out-of-core operation mode the solver is not 
memory limited. Available disk-storage space sets a hard limit though. The storage requirement 
is O(ndof • 2b) for an unsymmetric band matrix. In specialised applications the storage limit 
can be removed, see [7]. Using an unsymmetric solver is of course not the most efficient way. A 
symmetric so-called sub-structuring technique could be used to statical]y condense the degrees- 
of-freedom in the domains ~ U ~0, apart from those at the FE- IE  interface. The unsymmetric 
solver would then only be used at the top level. This would roughly save half the CPU time and 
half the disk space. The indicated enhancements are underway. 
The monostatic radar cross section for a large number of incidence angles is calculated in a 
single run using formula (4.1). Each angle of incidence gives rise to a specific load case, i.e., a right- 
hand side. The solution equilibrium is checked by back-substituting the computed scattered field 
E on the element level. The unitary norm of the (complex) residual vector is checked. Typically 
it is below 10 -1° as expected in a well conditioned situation using double precision computer 
arithmetic. 
6.1. A 2A x 2A × 3A Pr ismatic PEC Cavity 
This cavity with square cross-section and perfectly conducting side walls and bottom is con- 
sidered in [4], where a FE + BI mesh with ten points per wavelength is used. Our hexahedral 
element mesh has totally 3460 elements for ~ U t2o. Uniform p = 2, 3 and p = 4 approximations 
yield 94766, 311348 and 728406 degrees-of-freedom, respectively. The monostatic RCS is com- 
puted from 0 = 0 to 90 degrees with step-size A0 = 1 degree. The p = 3 and p = 4 results for 
the horizontal polarisation in Figure 2 are fairly well converged. The mean absolute difference in 
25 
20 
15 rn 
.-o 
10 
O0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
9 [deg] 
Figure 2. Monostatic RCS for a 2A x 2A x 34 prismatic avity with PEC boundary 
conditions, 00-polarisation. 
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I With gr0Undplane . . . .  " ~  " 
10 • . . . . . .  ~"  '~ • 
S[ I ~ ,  FE+IE, PEC, ndof=311348 .. . . . .  :~( 
[ ~ + I E  PEC: ndof--728406..:... : ...:.~i~ 
0 ~ n  ('Ig98), FE+BI , - ~ j . . . . ,  ... !~!. 
[ i : i " ~/i~, 
.5 i i 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
0 [deg] 
Figure 3. Monostatic RCS for a 2,k x 2,k x 3,k prismatic avity with PEC boundary 
conditions. ¢¢-polarisation. 
0,8 - i 
- -  i=h-adap0, p=2, nel=2300, ndof=61804 / 
- -, i=h-adapl, p=2, ne1=6213, ndof=147663 / 
/ 
0'6!: • i=h-adap2, p=2, ne1=12958, ndof=311115= " 
[ / ............ i=unif p, p=3, ne]=2300, 
.~. 0,4 
0 20 40 60 80 
Monostatic angle 0, [deg] 
Figure 4. The 2A x 2A × 3A prismatic PEG cavity. Convergence of ]:LCS for h-adaptive 
meshes, ~8-polarisation. 
Figure 5. Cross-section through the exterior part of the model of a 2,k × 2,k x 3,~ 
prismatic avity with PEC boundary conditions. Adaptively h-refined, uniform p = 2 
mesh after three levels of goal-oriented h-refinement. Real part of the z-component 
of the electric field. Propagation direction d iac = -ez ,  i.e., incidence angle 0 = 0, 
00-polarisation, i.e., polarisation-direction pi C = ex. 
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RCS is 0.057 dB. The absolute value of the difference varies between 0.00012 dS and 0.45 dB. The 
p = 3 and p = 4 results for the vertical polarisation in Figure 3 are also fairly well converged. The 
mean absolute difference in RCS is 0.051 dB. The absolute value of the difference varies between 
0.00048 dB near normal incidence and 3 dB at grazing incidence. Also, Figures 2 and 3 show that 
the results obtained with our FE  + IF, formulation are in close agreement with those obtained 
with the FE  + BI method in [4]. The largest discrepancy being at normal incidence. 
We also solved this problem using the goal oriented h-adaptivity of Table 1. We performed 
two levels of h-refinements starting from a coarse mesh of 2300 elements of order p = 2. The 
convergence of the RCS curves is shown in Figure 4 with the previous p = 4 result used as an 
overkill reference. We also compared here the accuracy of the p = 3 simulation. Comparison of 
the errors and the corresponding ndofs indicates that p-enrichments, even uniform, yield faster 
convergence. On the other hand, however, numerical complexity of solutions with higher-order 
elements grows essentially faster than just proportional ly to the corresponding ndofs. Figure 5 
shows the h-refined edges around the aperture and the real part of the z-component of the 
scattered electric field. 
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Figure 6. Monostatic R,CS for a 1A × 1A × 3A coated prismatic cavity, ~ -po]arisation. 
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Figure 7. Monostatic RCS for a 1)~ x 12~ x3>, coated prismatic avity. ¢¢ -polarisation. 
Radar absorbing layer thickness ~- = 0.067A, cr = 2.5 - jl.25, #r = 1.6 - j0.8. 
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6.2. A 1)` x 1)` x 3), P r i smat ic  Coated  Cav i ty  [4]
Th is  cav i ty  w i th  square  c ross -sect ion  has  coated  s ide wal ls  and  per fec t ly  conduct ing  bot tom.  
Our hexahedral mesh with two elements across the coating and five elements per wavelength in 
the free-space has totally 1205 elements for f~ U f~0. Uniform p = 2, 3 and p = 4 approximations 
yield 33606, 109808 and 256090 degrees-of-freedom, respectively. Monostatic RCS is computed 
f rom 0 ----- 0 to 90 degrees  w i th  s tep-s ize  A0  = 1 degree.  F igures  6 and  7 show p = 2, 3 and  p = 4 
monostatic RCS results for horizontal and vertical polarisations, respectively. Note that for the 
vertical polarisation the results p = 2, 3 and p = 4 are practically on top of each other. The 
uniform p = 4 results for the 1)` x 1)` x 3)` PEC channel show a large attenuation for incidence 
angles above 25 degrees. 
(a) Adaptively p-enriched, uniform p = 2 mesh after two levels of goal-oriented p- 
enrichments. Light grey p = 2, middle grey p = 3 and dark grey p = 4. 
(b) Adaptively h-refined, uniform p = 2 mesh after two levels of goal-oriented h- 
refinements. 
Figure 8. Cross-sections through the model of a 13, x 1), x 33, prismatic avity with 
PEC boundary conditions. 
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Figure 9. Monostat ic  RCS for a IA × IA × 3A prismatic cavity wi th  PEC boundary  
conditions, 00 -polarisation. Convergence  of RCS for p- and  h-adaptive meshes. 
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Figure 10. Monostatic RCS for a 1)~ x 1A x 3A prismatic avity with PEC boundary 
conditions, ~ -polarisation. Reference solution, uniform p = 4 discretisation 6 × 6 x 18 
elements in the cavity. 
6.3. Compar i son  of h- and p-Adapt ive  Discret isat ions 
Next, we present he option of p-adaptivity and make a comparison with h-adaptive solutions. 
Construction of meshes with optimal distribution of spectral orders of approximation p is a 
more difficult task than the case of h-refinements, and it is still under investigation [28]. To 
demonstrate p-adaptivity option of the code we used an ad hoc strategy of refinements obtained 
just by replacing refine elements in Step 4. of Table 1 by an enrich elements option. With 
this method, we solved the prismatic 1A × 1A × 3A PEC cavity from [5]. The p-adaptive mesh 
of maximum order p = 4 is shown in Figure 8a. The h-adaptive mesh is shown in Figure 8b. 
Figure 9 presents the RCS-difference data obtained on this mesh relative to the RCS result for a 
uniform mesh of order p = 4 shown in Figure 10. From an engineering point of view the adaptive 
results are very close to the reference solution after the first level of adaptation. 
6.4. Application of hp-Adaptive Meshes for Singular Solutions 
In this example, we present application of the combined hp refinements. As mentioned before, 
fully automatic hp-adaptive strategy is available thus far only for 2D electromagnetics [28]. To 
illustrate application of hp meshes in 3D we follow the strategy of constructing a priori meshes for 
solutions with singularities as advocated by Babu~ka [15]. This strategy states that the element 
sizes h should be reduced geometrically towards the singularity while orders p should increase as 
one moves away through subsequent layers of elements urrounding the singularity. Sequences 
of such meshes allow one to approximate a wide class of singular solutions with exponential 
convergence. 
We consider the scattering on prismatic 1A × 1A × 3~ cavities as in the previous example but 
with their bottom being deflected according to a bilinear shape function of height 0.5)~ and 1A, 
respectively. One can anticipate a singularity of the solutions at the tips. We design the hp meshes 
by performing a sequence of h refinements ofelements adjacent to the tip. After performing three 
levels of such refinements we enrich by 1 all elements except hose sharing the tip as their vertex. 
Repeating this procedure we generate the geometrically graded meshes with p increasing away 
from the singularity (with the ratio of widths of layers with different p being 1/8 which is close 
to the value of 0.15 claimed to be optimal). 
We perform totally nine levels of h refinements and three p-enrichments obtaining the meshes 
with maximum order p = 4 as shown in Figure 11. The radar-cross-sections obtained in this 
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(a) An hp-adaptive mesh for the cavity with a bottom 
shaped as a pyramid of height 0.5/k. 
(b) Bottom view of a quarter of the hp-adaptive mesh 
with geometrically graded sizes of elements and orders 
growing from 1 at the tip to 4 in the external layer. 
Figure 11. 
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Figure 12. Monostatic RCS for a 1)~ x 1)~ x 3• prismatic avity with a pyramidal 
cone of height h and PEC boundary conditions, 00-polarisation. 
simulation are shown in Figure 12. The radial terms in the infinite elements are of order p = 4. 
We observe a fairly significant influence of the shape of the bottom on the scattered field. 
In this example we also used the oblate spheroidal surface truncating the computational domain 
and the corresponding version of infinite elements [29]. The semi-axes of the spheroid are 0.9A, 
0.9~, and 0.3~. The infinite elements with spheroidal oblate or prolate truncating surfaces allow 
one to significantly reduce the size of computational domain for flat or elongated scatterers. 
We have obtained the numerical results presented above on a 32 CPU Compaq GS 320 machine 
with 730 MHz processors, 32 Gb RAM and 2 x 500 Gb disk under the Unix True64 operating 
system. The equation solver is parallelised using OpenMP. There are substantial savings in 
memory, run time and disk space to be collected using a sub-structuring technique with symmetric 
LDLr-factorisation for the finite elements. 
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
An hp-adaptive combined finite-element/infinite-element (FE +IE) frequency domain based 
approach is presented for accurate and reliable numerical modelling of radar scattering. The 
reliability and accuracy of obtaining radar cross-section (RCS) characteristics are of main interest. 
The developed features are intended for real life applications, nonsmooth scatterer geometries, 
corners, grooves, ridges, etc., and for situations including material discontinuities. The capabili- 
ties are here provided using H(curl)-compatible curvilinear FE and IE-elements, along with the 
ability to model material discontinuities. The open boundary is modelled with compatible infinite 
elements. The accuracy of approximation is assessed using a posteriori error estimates. Error 
estimates of the explicit type are used as guidelines for local so-called adaptive goal-oriented h-
and p-refinements u ing RCS as the target of improvement. The methodology is applied to the 
important class of scattering problems including cavity backed apertures recessed in an infinite 
perfectly electrically conducting (PEC) ground plane. Numerical, highly accurate and fairly con- 
verged, solutions for generic reference cavities are given and compared to previously published 
results. 
At present he pilot goal-oriented strategy is not fully automatic, it requires ome interactive 
effort. Thus it is still premature to make quantitative conclusions about its overall numerical 
efficiency. Nevertheless, the outcome so far is promising. 
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